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ABSTRACT

Physically-based animation techniques enable more realistic and accurate animation to be created. We present a fully
physically-based approach for efficiently producing realistic-looking animations of facial movement, including animation
of expressive wrinkles. This involves simulation of detailed voxel-based models using a graphics processing unit-based
total Lagrangian explicit dynamic finite element solver with an anatomical muscle contraction model, and advanced
boundary conditions that can model the sliding of soft tissue over the skull. The flexibility of our approach enables detailed
animations of gross and fine-scale soft-tissue movement to be easily produced with different muscle structures and material
parameters, for example, to animate different aged skins. Although we focus on the forehead, our approach can be used
to animate any multi-layered soft body. © 2014 The Authors. Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds published by John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Facial modelling and animation is one of the most
challenging areas of computer graphics. Currently, most
facial animation requires performance-capture data, or
models to be manipulated by artists. However, by using
a physically-based approach, the effects of muscle con-
tractions can be propagated through the facial soft tissue
to automatically deform the model in a more realistic and
anatomical manner.

Physics-based soft-tissue simulation approaches often
focus on either efficiently producing realistic-looking
animations for computer graphics applications [1,2] or
simulating models with high physical accuracy for study-
ing soft-tissue behaviour [3,4] or surgical simulation [5,6].
The former simulates large areas, such as the face, with just
enough physics to efficiently produce the desired realism
of animations. The skin and connective tissue are normally
simulated using the efficient mass-spring (MS) method
[2,7], or a physics engine that focusses on performance
and stability [8,9]. Simpler and more efficient heuristic
techniques are often used to animate muscles represented
as vectors [10,11] or geometric volumes [2,12] and layer

skin wrinkles onto a surface mesh by modifying the mesh
texture [13,14] or geometry [14,15]. Such techniques have
also been used to layer wrinkles onto MS facial models
[16,17].

On the other hand, applications with high accuracy
requirements often use much more detailed physics-based
models accurately to simulate small areas, such as a block
of skin for wrinkle simulation [4,18], or they involve
small deformations [5,19]. These approaches are normally
required to use the more accurate but computationally
complex finite element (FE) method [3,6], or the FE-based
but precomputation-heavy mass-tensor (MT) method
[20,21]. When modelled, they often simulate muscles
[18,22] and wrinkles [3,4] in a physics-based manner.
Given increases in computational power, and the use of
graphics processing unit (GPU) computing architectures,
complex FE simulations are now possible in real time [23].

By modelling a more physics-based behaviour than cur-
rent computer graphics approaches, the aim of this research
is to develop a fully physically-based approach for effi-
ciently producing realistic-looking animations of facial
movement, including animation of expressive wrinkles,
focussing on the forehead region of the face. This involves
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Figure 1. Surfaces and volumes of a forehead soft-tissue model.
The volume between the skull and skin surfaces is discretised

and simulated.

simulation of forehead soft-tissue models (Figure 1) using
the accurate non-linear total Lagrangian explicit dynamic
(TLED) FE method with an anatomical muscle contraction
model. Advanced boundary conditions constrain nodes
and can model the sliding effect between superficial soft-
tissue layers, and the deep layers and skull [24], which is
often neglected [19,25]. Our approach can also be used to
animate any multi-layered soft body (not just soft tissue).

Physics-based simulations require an appropriate simu-
lation model. Either such models can conform to a surface
mesh [19], or a non-conforming model [25], such as a
voxel representation, can be used [26]. High-quality con-
forming models are often difficult and time-consuming to
create, whereas non-conforming models can enable more
efficient production of stable, realistic-looking animations
for computer graphics applications. The GPU-based imple-
mentation of our animation approach has been optimised
to exploit the computational advantages offered with the
voxel-based models we use [26,27].

The following sections discuss related work, followed
by an overview of our animation approach and an introduc-
tion to our model creation process. Details of the simula-
tion process are then given, including the TLED FE solver,
muscle contraction model, and processing of boundary
conditions, followed by example animations. Finally, a
discussion on the current difficulties and issues with our
approach and examples is presented, along with possible
improvements.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Physically-Based Facial Animation

Physically-based facial animation systems for computer
graphics applications normally consist of muscle and skin
models, sometimes along with a skull model and wrin-
kle models. Skull models range from low-resolution offsets
from facial surfaces [28] to accurate models from medical
data [25], facilitating more anatomical muscle attach-
ments and collision detection. For increased realism of jaw
movement, a rotatable mandible can be used [11].

Muscles can be represented as vectors [10,11], although
more realistic approaches consider geometric [2,12] or
physics-based volumes [29,30]. Many muscle contraction
models are based on a Hill-type model [30,31], some of
which are biologically inspired [18]. The direction of con-
traction can be approximated as parallel to a central action
curve [32] or, more anatomically, by using a fibre field [25].

Various facial soft-tissue models have been proposed,
including physics-engine-based models that focus mainly
on efficiency and stability [8,9]. MS models can also be
used, and many MS facial models are based on Terzopou-
los and Waters’ layered model [1], which was modified
by Lee et al. [28], with various enhancements and differ-
ent muscle models [7,11]. With MS systems, additional
functions to simulate, for example, incompressibility and
volume preservation, are necessary as these models by
default contain no volume representation [2,12]. Although
uncommon owing to their lack of accuracy, the MS
method, and variations of it, can be used for surgical
applications [33].

More anatomical and realistic facial models have been
developed using the FE method [22,25]. Muscle activa-
tions can be estimated from performance-capture data to
drive FE facial models [25,34]. However, because of its
computational cost, the FE method is mainly used with
scientific [19,35] or surgical applications [5,6] that require
high accuracy, which normally use simple linear isotropic
constitutive models to simulate small displacements. The
linear MT method has also been used for simulating small
displacements with such applications [20,36].

2.2. Skin Wrinkle Animation

For computer graphics applications, skin wrinkles are usu-
ally layered onto a surface mesh using texture-mapping
techniques [13,37], which are computationally efficient
and suitable for fine wrinkles, or by using a heuristic tech-
nique to modify the geometry of the mesh [15,38], which
can produce more realistic-looking wrinkles. Geomet-
ric approaches require a high-resolution mesh, although
the resolution of meshes can be adaptively refined when
required during animations [39]. A combination of texture-
mapping techniques for fine wrinkles and geometric tech-
niques for large wrinkles can also be used [14,16]. Some
approaches require the wrinkles to be specified by the user
[40], which can be blended between poses, whereas oth-
ers are calculated automatically [41], although with less
anatomical accuracy. Performance-capture techniques can
also be used to produce wrinkle animations [42,43], which
require the facial or wrinkle model to be configured to
the performer.

Wrinkling approaches have also been used with physics-
based facial models; for example, Zhang et al. developed
a geometric technique to layer wrinkles on an MS facial
model based on the gross deformation rather than sim-
ulate them in a physics-based manner [17]. Wu et al.
modelled large and fine static and dynamic wrinkles on
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a simple biomechanical facial model using both texture-
mapping and geometric techniques [16], and plasticity was
also considered to simulate ageing.

2.3. Detailed Soft-Tissue Simulation

Multi-layered FE models of small areas of soft tissue have
been developed for accurate simulation of expressive or
ageing wrinkles [4,44], some of which simulate factors
such as anisotropy and viscoelasticity [3]. Complex con-
stitutive models have also been proposed specifically to
simulate soft tissue [45], which are able to simulate com-
plex skin properties such as hysteresis and preconditioning.
Because of its efficiency, the TLED algorithm has been
used for various non-linear FE soft-tissue simulations of
biological organs [46], including GPU implementations
[23], resulting in large speed-ups. The MT method [21] and
the less accurate MS method [47] and physics engines [48]
have also been used for such soft-tissue simulations.

Rather than modelling a small area, we focus on using
detailed FE facial models. However, unlike current FE
facial animation approaches [25,35], we also model detail
such as skin layers using volumetric FEs, which are nec-
essary to simulate fine details such as wrinkles [3], in
order to produce both realistic-looking gross and fine-scale
facial movements in a fully physics-based manner. Our
simulation models are also optimised for GPU simula-
tion. In addition to computer graphics applications, owing
to the detail and accuracy of the simulations, our anima-
tion approach could also be useful in other fields, such as
biomechanics and surgery.

3. ANIMATION PROCESS
OVERVIEW

Figure 2 shows an overview of our entire animation pro-
cess, which involves three major stages:

(1) Creating the surface mesh for an object
(2) Creating a suitable simulation model
(3) Simulating and visualising the model over time

The surface mesh can be created using any three-
dimensional modelling software, and it can contain vari-
ous surfaces and volumes (Figure 1). Our model creation
process is then used to automatically discretise the vol-
umes enclosed by this mesh into a collection of nodes that
are connected to form elements and compute FE model
parameters to produce a simulation model [27]. We use
non-conforming (voxel-based) hexahedral models because
of model creation, performance, and stability advantages
[26], and surface meshes are bound to these for visual pur-
poses. The final stage of the animation process (the focus of
this paper) involves simulating and visualising the models
using our GPU-based FE simulation and visualisation sys-
tem. The following sections introduce our model creation
process and present the details of our simulation process.

Figure 2. The stages of our animation process. Model simula-
tion is the focus of this paper.

4. MODEL CREATION

The full details of our model creation process have been
previously presented [27]. This process automatically cre-
ates animatable voxel-based FE simulation models of facial
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soft tissue, including computation of all model properties.
This involves five main stages:

(1) Voxelising the volumes of the multi-surface mesh
(2) Computing skin layers and element material

properties
(3) Computing element muscle properties
(4) Computing boundary conditions, such as rigid or

constrained nodes
(5) Binding the surface mesh to the simulation model

As shown by Figure 3, a sampling procedure is used to
approximate the proportions of overlap between voxels
(used as hexahedral elements) and volumes of the sur-
face mesh. These proportions are used to compute element
material properties and weight element muscle stresses.
Constant thickness layers can be created from the outer
skin surface. Fibre directions are also computed at sam-
ples using the gradient of non-uniform rational B-spline
volume muscle approximations with respect to the length
of the muscle [49], and these are used to compute element
muscle fibre directions.

To define the model boundary conditions, it is possible
to restrict the movement of particular nodes, as described
in Section 5.4. Such nodes are identified given a collection
of internal and external boundary surfaces; for example,
nodes that slide over the external skull surface are identi-
fied as the outermost nodes that approximate this surface.
The final stage of the model creation process binds the
vertices of the surface mesh to the elements of the sim-
ulation model, enabling them to be animated using trilin-
ear interpolation and extrapolation. Although the focus of
this paper involves soft-tissue models, the process can be
used to create any multi-layered model from any closed
surface meshes.

5. MODEL SIMULATION

Our Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)-
based FE simulation system uses the non-linear TLED
formulation of the FE method [46], which has various

Skin

Muscle A

Muscle B

Muscle A and B

Fibre Direction

Figure 3. Voxel element samples assigned a particular material
and a fibre direction for each overlapping muscle. Note that this
is a two-dimensional illustration of a three-dimensional process.

advantages for simulating soft tissue. Because of the
requirement of a small but efficient simulation timestep,
explicit time integration is highly suited for simulating the
complex non-linear material behaviour of soft tissue under
large deformations, as well as contact and sliding. Explicit
methods are also inherently parallel, making them suitable
for GPU implementation. To further increase simulation
efficiency, the total Lagrangian (TL) formulation enables
some variables to be precomputed. Being dynamic, inertial
and damping effects are also considered.

The procedure to compute a timestep using our simula-
tion system is summarised by Algorithm 1. The iterations
within each loop are independent and are therefore com-
puted in parallel on the GPU. The hexahedral elements of
our simulation models are treated as reduced-integration
eight-node hexahedra, which have a single central integra-
tion point at which element strains and stresses are eval-
uated. Factors such as thermal effects and fluid dynamics
are not considered necessary for the level of accuracy we
desire. The following subsections present details of our
simulation approach.

Algorithm 1: The process to compute a timestep for
non-conforming elements.

1 foreach element, m do
2 foreach integration point do
3 foreach muscle overlapping m do
4 Calculate active muscle stresses;
5 foreach material inside m do
6 Calculate material stresses;
7 Calculate internal nodal forces;
8 Calculate hourglass forces;
9 foreach node, n do

10 if n not rigid then
11 Calculate nodal displacements;
12 foreach sliding node do
13 Update nodal displacements;

5.1. The Total Lagrangian Explicit Dynamic
Finite Element Method

The full formulation of the dynamic TL FE formula-
tion with explicit time integration has been presented
in a previous work [46]. As the TL formulation cal-
culates deformation with respect to the initial object
configuration, the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, t

0E (at
time t with respect to the initial configuration), is used,
with the work-conjugate second Piola–Kirchhoff stress
tensor, t0S, to handle the large deformations and rotations
that can occur. By using these, the principle of virtual work,
the basis of the displacement-based FE method, can be
defined asZ
0V

t
0S t0ıE dV D

Z
0V

t ıut f.B/ d 0VC
Z
0S

t ıu t f.S/ d 0S

(1)
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where tu are displacements, t f.B/ and t f.S/ are exter-
nal body and surface forces, respectively, and 0V and 0S

are the volume and surface area over which the forces are
applied, respectively.

By discretising an object into elements and representing
the variation of displacement over elements using shape
functions, strain and stress vectors can be calculated. By
relating element strains to nodal displacements, the strain–
displacement matrix at an element integration point, t0BL,
can be defined as

t
0BL D

�
t
0BL1

t
0BL2 � � � t

0BLn
�

(2)
t
0BLa D 0BL0a

t
0XT (3)

where 0BL0 is the initial strain–displacement matrix, con-
structed from the shape function derivatives, n is the num-
ber of element nodes, and t

0X is the deformation gradient.
Evaluation of stresses at integration points is performed
using the strains and relevant constitutive equation. As
we use non-conforming models, the stress vector for an
integration point is a weighted sum of the stress vectors
calculated for each material used by the element.

By using the shape functions and strain and stress vec-
tors and applying equation 1 for each degree of free-
dom, this principle of virtual work becomes the following
equation of motion:

M t RuCC t PuC k
�
tu
�
tuD tr (4)

where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix,
k. tu/ is the stiffness matrix, and t r is the vector of
external forces. Here, forces due to inertia and damp-
ing are separated from the external body forces. We
use a lumped-mass approximation with mass-proportional
Rayleigh damping. Nodal force contributions for each
element, t f, are independently calculated as

t fD k
�
tu
�
tuD

Z
0V

t
0BT
L
t
0Os d 0V (5)

where t
0Os is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress vec-

tor. To advance simulations, the central difference time-
integration method is used.

5.2. Hourglass Control

Whereas using reduced-integration elements overcomes
the volume-locking limitations that can occur when
simulating incompressible material such as soft tissue [23],
an hourglass control technique is required to reduce the
hourglass effects (zero-energy modes, whereby element
deformations occur such that no strains, and hence no
forces to resist the deformation, are produced) that can
occur, particularly with large strains. We use a stiffness-
based method, which adds artificial stiffness to elements to
constrain the different hourglass modes based on element

stiffness [50]. An element hourglass force matrix, tFH, is
calculated as

tFH D 0H tU (6)

0HD � � kmax 0� 0�
T (7)

where 0H is the hourglass matrix, tU is a matrix of nodal
displacements of the element, � is a user-defined stiffness
parameter, kmax is the maximum element stiffness, and 0�

is the matrix of element hourglass shape vectors. Each row
of the hourglass force matrix is an element hourglass force
vector corresponding to an element node, and these vectors
are added to the relevant nodal internal forces.

5.3. Muscle Contraction

To enable active muscle stresses to be generated during
simulations, a muscle contraction model has been imple-
mented. As muscles are transversely isotropic with pre-
ferred deformation in the fibre direction, as well as an
active stress component, this direction is used to compute
an additional passive stress component.

For a particular muscle, the additional stress produced
by the muscle at an integration point, t0SM, is computed
by adding the active stress, t0SMact , and additional passive
stress, t0SMpas :

t
0SM D

t
0SMact C

t
0SMpas (8)

t
0SMact D

tJ t˛�actfact
�
t�
�
0d 0dT (9)

t
0SMpas D

tJ�pasfpas
�
t�
�
0d 0dT (10)

where tJ is the Jacobian of the deformation gradient; �act
and �pas are the active and passive muscle stress references,
respectively, both weighted by the element overlap with the
muscle; t� is the muscle fibre stretch ratio; and 0d is the
element muscle fibre direction. t˛ 2 Œ0; 1� is the muscle
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contraction parameter, which is varied over time according
to a function (e.g. linear or cosine) to simulate muscle con-
traction. fact

�
t�
�

and fpas
�
t�
�

are based on those used by
Rörle et al. [30], which, as shown by Figure 4, follow the
tension-length properties observed by real muscle. These
functions are defined as

fact.�/D

8<
:
�
25

4�2opt
�2C

25

2�opt
�� 5:25 0:6�opt � �� 1:4�opt

0 otherwise

(11)

fpas.�/D

8̂<
:̂
0 �� 1

0:05
�
exp6:6.��1/�1

�
1 < �� �pas

2:18�� 2:47 otherwise

(12)

where �opt is the optimal fibre stretch, which is normally
similar to the stretch at which the passive stress increases
sharply, �pas.

5.4. Boundary Conditions

To constrain models during simulations, boundary condi-
tions must be set. With our system, it is possible to set
nodes as rigid or sliding (bound by a surface). Rigid nodes
are simply fixed with zero displacement throughout simu-
lations and can therefore be used to model muscle attach-
ments on the skull or the roots of retaining ligaments.
Sliding nodes are used to model material that is normally
attached to but can slide over a rigid surface; for exam-
ple, in reality, superficial facial soft-tissue layers are able
to slide over the stiff deep layers and skull [24], although
retaining ligaments normally restrict the separation of these
layers. This sliding phenomenon has often been neglected
in previous work, in which nodes on the skull are simply
treated as rigid nodes [19,25].

As we are using non-conforming models, sliding nodes
would not necessarily lie on the surface they are bound
by. To constrain such nodes to follow the shape of the
restricting surface, they are forced to maintain a fixed dis-
tance away from this surface. Friction is not considered. As
shown by Figure 5, the displacement of a sliding node is
updated after computation of a timestep to move this node
to a position that is distance d (the fixed distance) away
from the sliding surface. This additional displacement, uS,
is calculated as

uS D�b � .d C bk.p� c/k/ �
.p� c/
k.p� c/k

(13)

b D

�
1 .p� c/ � n< 0
�1 otherwise

(14)

where p is the node position, c is the closest point on the
surface to node, and n is the surface normal at this point. To
increase computational performance, a GPU-based semi-
brute-force broad-phase collision detection algorithm with
spatial subdivision has been implemented [51] to prune the
number of polygons to be tested when finding the closest
surface position for each sliding node.

Because of the fixed-distance restriction with non-
conforming elements, our sliding procedure can limit the
ability of elements to adapt to the shape of the surface
as they move, particularly with lower-resolution models
and around highly curved areas. However, these constraints
help to suitably restrict our models such that a higher
timestep can be used. Alternatively, the penalty method
has been used in related work [35], although the produced
oscillatory movement can greatly decrease stability, and
only penetration is constrained; for example, the movement
of soft tissue away from the skull of a facial model would
be unrestricted.

Force Direction

Sliding Node

Direction to Closest
Point on Sliding Surface

Sliding Node
Original Position

.2.1

3.

Figure 5. Sliding nodes moving along a sliding surface. The displacement of sliding nodes before (image 2) and after (image 3) the
additional sliding displacement is shown. Note that this is a two-dimensional illustration of a three-dimensional process.
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5.5. Graphics Processing
Unit Implementation

Comprehensive details regarding the GPU implemen-
tation of our simulation system have been previously
presented [52]. Various GPU implementations of the
TLED FE method have been reported [23]; however, our
optimised GPU simulation system enables simulations to
be displayed as they are computed and is therefore suit-
able for interactive computer graphics applications, unlike
most solvers. Explicit dynamic methods with a lumped-
mass approximation and mass-proportional damping can
be easily parallelised because of the largely uncoupled
equations. For example, the muscle stress (equation 8) and
internal nodal force calculations (equation 5) can be car-
ried out independently and in parallel for each integration
point, the anti-hourglass calculations (equation 6) for each
element, and the nodal displacement (equation 4) and
boundary condition calculations (equation 13) for each
relevant node.

During a CPU precomputation stage, all simulation
values that relate only to the initial configuration,
including shape function derivatives, element volumes,
unscaled hourglass matrices, and constants in the nodal
displacement calculations, are precomputed. All simula-
tion values are then copied into global GPU memory as
structures of arrays where possible for efficient mem-
ory accesses. By the use of CUDA interoperability with
OpenGL, these values and graphics data remain on the
GPU throughout the simulation to reduce the amount of
slow CPU–GPU data transfer.

As non-conforming elements are used, elements may
cross the boundaries of several materials, which may be
modelled using the same material model with different
parameters or different material models. For each material

model used by an element, the weight and average param-
eters are computed in the precomputation stage. These
are stored along with a pointer to the relevant GPU func-
tion that calculates material passive stresses, which enables
easy integration of material types without modifying the
kernel that calculates internal nodal forces. The passive
stress vector is therefore a weighted combination of the
stress vectors calculated for each material model.

For increased computational efficiency, elements are
organised by the material models they use to ensure each
active thread within a CUDA warp performs the same
amount of computation when computing passive stresses.
Further optimisations have also been made by comput-
ing rows of the internal nodal force vector independently,
rather than requiring the entire strain–displacement matrix
for an integration point to be stored, and computing the
deformation gradients in stages such that element and
nodal values are only accessed once.

The simulation system has also been optimised to exploit
the computational advantages of using the voxel-based
models produced by our model creation process on the
GPU [26]. These include both performance and memory
advantages resulting from efficient element and node data
organisation, facilitating memory coalescing and global
memory cache hits, and the reduced amount of element
data that is required to be stored, as all elements are ini-
tially the same size and shape. This has led to perfor-
mance increases of almost two times compared with using
a conforming hexahedral simulation model.

6. RESULTS

Figures 6 and 7 show a forehead model, including the
frontalis, procerus, and corrugator supercilli muscles, that

Figure 6. Surfaces and the simulation model for a forehead including the frontalis, procerus, and corrugator supercilli muscles.
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Figure 7. Rear views of the forehead simulation model.

Figure 8. A forehead model under contractions of the frontalis. The example on the right models skin as a single layer (material).
Insets show the stresses.

was generated using our model creation process [26].
Figures 8 and 9 show animations using this model, whereas
Figures 2 and 10 show animations of flat and curved soft-
tissue block models, respectively. Tables I and II show the
material properties that were used (based on those reported
in literature [4]) and some model statistics. Muscle
parameters were estimated from the literature [30] and
from testing. Each muscle was assigned an active and pas-
sive stress reference of 5 MPa, an optimal fibre stretch of 1
(rest length), and a �pas (equation 12) of 1.2. As the deep
layers are tough and fairly rigid, these were not modelled,
and the superficial layers simply slide over the skull or
bone surface.

For each example, animations with linear variations
of muscle contraction parameters between 0 and 0.75

over 500 ms were produced by varying these parameters
over 50 ms and playing back the animations slower using
time scaling (Section 7.1). Considering both mass and
time scaling, the animations were played back 10 times
slower. An estimated mass-proportional damping scale
factor of 2 N s/m was used. External forces that have
little visual effect on the animations, such as gravity,
were neglected.

The outer skin surface of the facial mesh was produced
using FaceGen,† whereas all other surfaces were manually
created on the basis of anatomy using three-dimensional
modelling tools. The simulation models, both of which

†http://www.facegen.com/
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Figure 9. Variations of the forehead model under contractions of the frontalis using a lower epidermal stiffness of 24 MPa, represent-
ing younger skin (left), using higher active and passive muscle stress references of 50 MPa (middle), and where only the frontalis,

and not the procerus and corrugator supercilli muscles, is modelled (right).

Figure 10. A soft-tissue-block model with forehead-like muscle
structure under contraction of the frontalis.

Table I. The neo-Hookean material properties used for
the animation examples.

Layer �* (kg/m3) E (MPa) v Depth (mm)

SC 11 000 48.0000 0.49 0.02
D 11 000 0.0814 0.49 1.80
H 11 000 0.0340 0.49 Remains
M 11 000 0.5000 0.49 �1.00
T 11 000 24.0000 0.49 �1.00

Key: �, density; E, Young’s modulus; v, Poisson ratio; SC,
stratum corneum; D, dermis; H, hypodermis; M, muscle; T,
tendon.
*Includes mass scaling.

have constant soft-tissue thickness, were then generated
using our model creation system. As the frontalis has no
skull attachment, the galea aponeurotica has been modelled
on the forehead model (Figure 1) to anchor this muscle and

restrict soft-tissue movement towards the top of the head
when it contracts. The region of overlap between these
structures represents the smooth blend of fibres. Attach-
ments of other muscles were defined by rigid nodes at
anatomical attachment locations on the skull.

The animation examples demonstrate the ability of
our approach to produce animation of realistic large-scale
and fine-scale soft-tissue behaviours, including wrinkles,
on the face. When considering skin as a single layer
(material), like with many current approaches [19,25], no
wrinkles are produced. As shown by Figure 9, by simply
changing the material parameters of a model, it is
possible to achieve different effects, such as the anima-
tion of different aged skins. Also, by using a different
muscle structure or a completely different model, different
objects can be animated. The animations show the flex-
ibility of our approach to animate different human or
non-human soft-tissue structures, producing animations of
both large and fine details using an accurate physics-based
technique.

Finally, Figure 11 shows an animation of a more
generic multi-material object, demonstrating the flexibil-
ity of our approach to animate arbitrary multi-material
soft bodies. Fewer larger elements were used to animate
the gross object movement. Regarding performance,
because of the required model complexity to capture
the necessary detail for wrinkle simulation, such as skin
layers, the soft-tissue animations are not in real time.
One bottleneck is the processing of sliding constraints,
which contributed to over 40% of the timestep computation
time with the forehead simulations, containing 118 276
sliding nodes. Our implementation of this procedure can
create an uneven workload between GPU threads and
could be further optimised. However, real-time frame
rates can be achieved using lower-resolution models
for simulating gross deformation, such as the multi-
material Armadillo.
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Table II. Statistics of the examples, using an NVIDIA GTX 680 graphics processing unit (Nvidia
Corporation, Santa Clara, CA).

Detail Face Flat skin block Curved skin block Armadillo

Nodes 629 178 146 410 485 400 19 698
Elements 503 530 129 600 414 868 15 107
Element size (mm3) 0:53 0:53 0:53 2:53

Timestep (ms) 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.15
Timestep computation time (ms) 6.83 1.48 4.04 0.14

Figure 11. Animation of a multi-material Stanford Armadillo under gravity. A density of 1250 kg/m3 was used for the left arm and leg,
750 kg/m3 for the right arm and leg, and 1000 kg/m3 elsewhere, while a Poisson ratio of 0.4 was used for each material.

7. DISCUSSION

7.1. Mass and Time Scaling

With the soft-tissue animations, mass scaling was
used to greatly increase the critical timestep, which is
roughly proportional to the material density [23]. The
actual density of each material (�1100 kg/m3 [19]) was
scaled by a factor of 10. As the magnitudes of the mus-
cle contraction forces are dependent on fibre stretch rather
than mass, the animation equilibrium states were not
affected. If other forces were included, such as gravity, the
magnitudes of which are affected by mass, these would
need to be scaled to prevent the mass scaling from greatly
affecting the equilibrium states. Although mass scaling
affects the transient response of dynamic simulations,
producing a slower, more sluggish response, these effects
can be reduced by scaling other parameters, such

as reducing damping, and playing back the animations
at a faster speed. For more accurate animations, mass
scaling could be applied selectively to the necessary
elements, reducing the amount of non-physical mass
introduced [53].

Time scaling was also used, whereby muscles were con-
tracted at a faster speed and the animations played back
slower, reducing the number of timesteps over which the
animations were run. Although this can result in a more
energetic transient response, these effects can be reduced
by scaling other parameters, such as increasing damping.
Using both mass and time scaling, damping parameters and
the playback speed of animations were determined exper-
imentally. As inertial effects are still relatively insignifi-
cant compared with muscle contraction forces when using
such scaling parameters, the scaling techniques appeared
to have little visual effect on the animations, particularly
when played in real time.
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7.2. Simulating the Epidermis

From Table I and Figure 7, it can be seen that, with the
soft-tissue models, the epidermal layer (stratum corneum)
was assigned a higher stiffness and appears thicker than
in reality. Because of the low thickness of this layer in
relation to element size, the dermis dominates the outer
layer of elements. When the material properties of these
skin layers are combined for these elements, this results
in a stiffness much lower than that of the epidermis alone.
The high stiffness is therefore necessary to produce a large
enough difference between the stiffness of the two outer
layers of elements, which is necessary to simulate wrinkles
[3]. As a consequence, the outer layer of elements acts like
a thick epidermal layer.

Better capturing of the epidermal thickness would
probably produce a more realistic wrinkling behaviour.
For example, Figure 12 shows animation results of varia-
tions of a soft-tissue block model, one with cube-shaped
hexahedral elements and another with thinner, cuboid-
shaped elements. The latter simulation produces finer,
more realistic wrinkles, rather than larger bulges. However,
as solid elements (e.g. hexahedra) have optimal accuracy
and stability when regularly shaped, producing inaccurate
and unstable results when highly distorted, the thickness of
the epidermal layer is far too thin to be feasibly captured
using such elements.

Shell elements can have a thickness that is much lower
than the other element dimensions. Such elements are
therefore suited to modelling thin objects, such as the epi-
dermis, and have been successfully used in a previous work
to model epidermal layers on detailed soft-tissue block
models [3]. For the accuracy we desire, because of the
low thickness of the epidermal layer, it will likely be suf-
ficient to simply attach the mid-surface nodes of four-node
quadrilateral shell elements to the outer faces of the outer

Figure 12. Stress visualisations of soft-tissue block models
under muscle contraction. The models have identical element
lengths and widths and element heights of 0.5 mm (left) and
0.25 mm (right). The top layer of elements containing the epi-
dermal layer has the same material properties in both models.

skin elements. The shell elements would therefore share
the same nodes as the solid elements, and not require any
additional nodal tying constraints.

7.3. Material Behaviour

Although our soft-tissue animations use simple hyperelas-
tic neo-Hookean materials, such materials normally only fit
material behaviour with reasonable accuracy under mod-
erate strains. As high strains are produced during skin
wrinkling, a more accurate behaviour could be simulated
by using, for example, Mooney–Rivlin or Ogden material
models. Further skin behaviour could also be simulated, for
example, by including anisotropic and viscoelastic mate-
rial behaviours to model the preferred wrinkling direction
parallel to Langer lines and skin properties such as hys-
teresis, stress relaxation, and creep. To model anisotropy
in skin, like with muscles, each element overlapping an
anisotropic skin layer would need to have one or multiple
directions associated with that layer, for example, repre-
senting the directions of collagen fibres or Langer lines.
The inclusion of biaxial natural tension with larger tension
parallel to Langer lines would also help produce realistic
anisotropic wrinkling effects. Such complex materials can
be directly incorporated to the TLED FE method with little
additional computational cost [54].

Modelling such complex material behaviour could also
help to produce more realistic animations of different aged
soft tissues. As well as changes in material properties with
age, such as the stiffness and thickness of skin layers,
effects such as the decrease in natural tension, increase in
anisotropy, and change in collagen fibre orientation could
be modelled, each of which has an effect on wrinkling
behaviour [55]. The increased appearance of wrinkle lines
with age could also be modelled by considering skin plas-
ticity [44]. To produce a model of aged soft tissue with
permanent ageing wrinkles, starting with an unaged model
(such as that in Figure 7), a simulation of ageing involv-
ing numerous muscle contractions could be performed,
with which, for example, the yield strength of the plastic-
ity models could be decreased to simulate quick formation
of the ageing wrinkles. From this, the initial deformation
and material parameters for a series of different aged faces
could be determined.

7.4. Simulation Models

In Figures 8 and 9, some artefacts can be seen on the
forehead animations due to the inaccuracy of the surface
mesh. The animations produced are highly dependent on
the model and parameters; for example, the direction of
movement and wrinkling behaviour, such as number and
size of wrinkles, depend highly on muscle shape, size
and direction, thickness and parameters of skin layers and
soft-tissue structures, and constrained nodes. It is there-
fore likely that much more realistic models and anima-
tions could be produced by using models generated from
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more accurate surface meshes (e.g. from computed tomog-
raphy and MRI data), rather than manually created surface
meshes, as well as more accurate materials and muscle
parameters. Models could be created using medical data
with our model creation process, although such data would
first require processing and clean-up.

8. CONCLUSION

This work has presented a fully physically-based approach
for efficiently producing realistic-looking animations of
facial movement, including animation of expressive wrin-
kles. Focussing on the forehead, this involves using an
optimised GPU-based non-linear TLED FE solver to sim-
ulate non-conforming multi-layered hexahedral soft-tissue
models that can be generated using our model creation pro-
cess. The simulation process includes an anatomical mus-
cle contraction model that generates active and transversely
isotropic passive muscle stresses, as well as procedures
to constrain nodes. For example, nodes are able to slide
over a non-conforming surface, enabling the sliding effect
between superficial and deep soft tissues to be modelled.

Animation examples have demonstrated the ability of
our process to produce animation of realistic large-scale
and fine-scale soft-tissue behaviours, including wrinkles.
Mass and time scaling are useful for such simulations to
enable a much higher timestep to be used with little visual
effect. The flexibility of our approach has enabled a variety
of animations to be produced by using different parameters
and simulation models, for example, to simulate differ-
ent aged skins or even arbitrary multi-material soft-body
structures.

However, various improvements could be made to the
simulation process. Shell elements could be used to model
the epidermis, and multi-resolution models could be used,
for example, to enable a higher resolution to be employed
along the outer skin surface where wrinkles are produced.
More realistic animations would also likely be achieved
by using more accurate models produced using medical
data. Future work will focus on experimenting with mod-
els and parameters to produce more realistic animations of
different-aged forehead movement, including incorporat-
ing more complex anisotropic viscoelastic material models
into our system.

The next stages of the work will also involve evaluating
our animation approach. For wrinkling of different-aged
foreheads, as well as surveys where subjects select, for
example, an age group and realism level for animations,
qualitative evaluation could be assisted by using wrinkle
classification scales, such as the Glogau classification of
photoageing and the Fitzpatrick wrinkle scale to rate ani-
mated wrinkles, and comparing these with experimental
data. Quantitative evaluation could also be performed by
comparing simulated wrinkle measurements and trends to
real wrinkling data [3], which could be estimated using
medical data, digitised models of forehead wrinkles [14],
or video.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

A supporting video showing the full animation process and
various animation examples can be found in the online
version of this article at the publisher’s web site.
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